
ADOPTION CONTRACT 

 

Adopter’s Name: _______________________________ Phone Number: ___________________ 

Physical Address: _______________________________________________________________ 

Email Address: _________________________________________________________________ 

 

Adoptive Pig’s Name: ____________________________________________________________ 

Age: ______________ Gender: ______________ Spayed/Neutered (Circle One): Yes No Unsure   

Color/Markings: ____________Microchip Number: ___________________________________ 

Date of Last Deworming:  ___________ Medication Used: ______________________________ 

Date of Deworming Due: ___________ Medication Due: ________________________________ 

 

In consideration of the mutual promises made in this agreement, the receipt and sufficiency of which is 

acknowledged, the parties agree as follows. Please initial if in agreement: 

_____ 1. I agree to contribute an adoption donation in the amount of $_________. 

_____ 2. I understand in the event I find the mini pig to be unsuitable for my family/household, I will 

return the mini pig to American Mini Pig Rescue within fourteen (14) days for a full refund of my 

adoption donation minus any costs incurred by American Mini Pig Rescue in the adoption or 

return/retrieval of the mini pig.   

_____ 3. If unaltered, I agree to spay or neuter the pig within four (4) weeks. I will mail proof of spay 

or neuter to the rescue within fourteen (14) days of the procedure. 

_____4. I agree to never breed this adopted mini pig.  

_____ 5.  If for any reason I am unable to properly care for, or keep this adopted mini pig, I will 

promptly contact American Mini Pig Rescue to return the pig or assistance in screening and choosing 

an appropriate adopter. I will not abandon, rehome, or surrender this mini pig to anyone other than 

American Mini Pig Rescue.  

_____6. I agree to allow American Mini Pig Rescue volunteers or agents to periodically check on this 

mini pig to assure of compliance with adoption terms.  



_____ 7.  I agree to update American Mini Pig Rescue with my contact information if I move or 

update phone number or email address.  

_____ 8. I agree to provide: 

a. Shelter from weather 

b. Access to outdoors in order to meet the pig’s natural needs 

c. Fresh water & proper food 

d. Veterinary care  

e. Regular deworming 

f. Hoof and tusk maintenance 

g. Companionship  

 

 _____ 9. I have done due diligence in preparing for this adoption to include but not limited to:  

a. Checking with my city/town to ensure I am zoned for pet pigs. 

b. To secure at least one veterinarian experienced in caring for pet pigs plus a backup 

emergency veterinarian. 

c. Education regarding diet, nutrition, body condition, training, physical and emotional 

needs of the pig.  

d. Proper fencing and separation of animals as needed.  

 

ENFORCEMENT OF CONTRACT 

This contract is binding and enforceable by Civil Law. Any breach of this contract in part or whole requires that the 

adopter voluntarily relinquish said mini pig and any papers that pertain to said mini pig to the adopting agent’s 

designated representative within five (5) days of notification at the adopter’s expense without entitlement of any 

refund or damages of any kind.  

American Mini Pig Rescue makes no express or implied warranty, representation or promise regarding the age, 

health, habits, history, disposition, or safety of the mini pig. The adopter(s) release, discharge, and hold American 

Mini Pig Rescue harmless of and from any and all actions, suits, debts, claims, liabilities, controversies, damages, 

costs, expenses, attorney’s fees, and demands of any nature whatsoever, including but not limited to claims for 

personal injury or property damage caused by the mini pig. The adopter(s) agree to indemnify American Mini Pig 

Rescue, its insurers, officers, directors, employees, and agents, against any liability for all judgements, settlements, 

penalties, forfeitures, finds, costs, expenses, and attorney’s fees, that arise out of the adopter(s) adoption or 

ownership of the mini pig.  

 

Signature (Adopter) ___________________________________________ Date: ____________________ 

Signature (Volunteer) __________________________________________ Date: ____________________ 

 

 

Facebook.com/AmericanMiniPigRescue  • AmericanMiniPigRescue.com  


